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Jarred Wimbley
Honored With
The Sunshine
Ambassador
Award

Sunshine Ambassador presentation
from Council Member Wengay "Newt" Newton,
left, to Jarred Wimbley

ST. PETERSBURG – On
T h u r s d a y, D e c e m b e r 9 ,
Jarrard Wimbley was awarded
the City of St. Petersburg
Sunshine Ambassador Award
during the weekly City
Council meeting. The award
was presented to Wimbley by
District 7 council member
Newton
and
Wengay
recognize Wimbley’s core
values of honesty, respect,
responsibility, trustworthiness
and accountability.

President Obama About
Town At Christmas

DECEMBER 16 - DECEMBER 22, 2010

In an act of honesty and
responsibility at his place of
employment, Jarred found a
customers wallet and turned it
in to the proper authorities.
Later while at Wachovia Bank
Jarred detected a customers
wallet on the courtesy desk
and directed the concern to the
customer service banking
personnel. Jarred is a product
of Pinellas County Schools,
the son of Taffay Macon and
grandson of Carolyn Macon.

BY HAZEL TRICE EDNEY

WASHINGTON (TEWire) Sticking close to home the
past few weeks, President
Obama is speaking often of the
l eas t o f t h es e d u ri n g t h e
Christmas season. Last week
at a Christmas concert
g at h eri n g at t h e Nat i o n al
Building Museum, he
expressed heartfelt sentiment,
encouraging people to
rem em b er t h e t en an t s o f
“charity” and “compassion”
and “goodwill” while he
related the Christ child to the
social and economic pains of
today.
“This season reminds us
that more than 2,000 years
ago, a child born in a stable
brought our world a redeeming
gift of peace and salvation.
It’s a story with a message that
speaks to us to this day - that
we are called to love each
other as we love ourselves,
that we are our brother’s
keeper and our sister’s keeper,
and our destinies are linked,”
President Obama said. “It’s a
message that guides my
Christian faith and it focuses
us as we think about all those
whose holidays may be a bit
tougher this year.”
Among the performers at
the heart-stirring event were
Mariah Carey, Andrea Bocelli,
M i ran d a C o s g ro v e, An n i e
Lennox, Maxwell, Matthew
M o rri s o n , t h e Was h i n g t o n
Youth Choir, the American
Family Choir, and the United
States Army Band Herald
Trumpets.
The President continued in

a reverent tone, “We pray for
our troops serving far away
from the warmth of family and
homespun
traditions. We
remember those who are out of
work or struggling just to get
by. We hold in our hearts all
those who’ve fallen on hard
times this holiday season.”
… Across town at the U. S.
Capital, House Majority Whip
Jim Clyburn, soon to be
assistant Democratic leader
next year, wondered aloud last
week whether the least of
these will get the consideration they need from the House,
Senate and Obama Administration.
In a roundtable meeting with
black bloggers and reporters in
his conference room, he
lamented the President’s new
deal with Republicans that
would allow the rich to keep
Bush tax cuts. And he
wondered aloud who is
advising the President and
who he is listening to.
“That’s part of what I’m
concerned about even here, in
thi s P a r t y, ” C l y b u r n s a i d ,
responding to questions about
who the President and others
in the party are listening to. He
gave as an example his move
to quadruple the number of
community health centers to
help with preventive health
care and avoid the high costs
of ambulatory and emergency
room care around the nation.
The proposal made into the
Obama health care bill passed
out of the House and Senate
committee, he said, “But by
the time the Senate finished
with it, they had cut it in half,
so we got a 50 percent

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

Photograph courtesy of White House Photo

President Obama, First Lady Michelle, Sasha, Malia and
Mother-in-law Marian Robinson react to the lighting of the
National Christmas Tree

increase.”
The mindset of the even
the Democratic Party when it
comes to the AfricanAmerican community and the
p o o r, C l y b u r n c o n c l u d e d
during roundtable, is to “do
the same things over and over
and over again and think we’re
going to get a different result.”
… Despite repeated
promises Democratic Party
officials have not released
numbers on how much money
was spent with advertising in
black newspapers from the $3
million outreach for the Nov. 2
election. Derrick Plummer, the
DNC’s director of AfricanAmerican media affairs, had
committed to send the
breakdown to Trice Edney
News Wire following complaints that the DNC had not
respected the power of the
Black Press in its get-out-tovote efforts. After several

email follow-ups and even a
phone conversation, Plummer
has yet to release the information, which he last said he
would compile two weeks ago.
The Democratic Party
across the board has been
under a microscope as it
pertains to its treatment of
African-Americans, which –
even some of its elected
leaders - have said was less
than respectful during the last
election.
Speaking about the
Democratic Campaign
Committee (DCCC), House
Majority Whip Jim Clyburn
said the Democrats have been
“absolutely derelict” in
dealing with AfricanAmerican media. He
concluded, “There ought to be
a big wedding. We ought to get
married and stay married to
African-American media.”

NAACP Hosts Education Summit;
Calls For End To Resegregation
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BY THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS

RALEIGH - The country’s
most prominent civil rights
group has come to Raleigh to
draw attention to what it calls a
growing erosion of the gains
made since a 1954 Supreme
Court decision made segregated
schools illegal.
Us i n g Wak e C o u n t y ’s
ongoing debate over school
diversity as a backdrop, the
NAACP is holding a national
conference on education in
Raleigh to argue that schools
around the country are, in
essence, returning to Jim Crowera patterns of segregation.
“Resegregation is on the
rise,” said the Rev. William
Barber, chairman of the state
NAACP chapter. “The rates
now are worse than in the

1970s.”
Wake County has been the
scene of acrimonious dispute
since the school board voted to
scrap a decade-old policy that
used busing to achieve socioeconomic balance in public
schools. The NAACP and other
groups have staged protests and
marches and filed a federal civil
rights complaint. Barber is
among several who have been
arrested in demonstrations
against the end of the policy.
NAACP President
B e n j a m i n To d d J e a l o u s
add r e s s e d t h e c o n f e r e n c e ,
comparing the century-old
organization to a family that
rallies together in the face of
adversity.
“It is time for the family to
go back out into the country and
tell them what’s going on in
Wake County,” he said. “Our

schools today are more segregated than they have been at any
time since the 1960s.”
Jealous gave an overview of
what he says will be the
NAACP’s first comprehensive
policy on education since the
civil rights era. He said the four
pillars of the policy will be
improved
teacher
quality,
longer school years, mandatory
pre-kindergarten education and
more resources for underperforming students.
The NAACP’s criticism of
the Wake board is out of touch
with both the reality of public
education and recent Supreme
Court rulings, according to
Roger Clegg, president of the
Falls Church, Va.-based Center
for Equal Opportunity.
A 2007 decision by the
court found that school districts
can’t pursue integration policies

by using students’ race as a
basis, which Clegg argues is
what busing for diversity
amounts to.
“Even if you think there’s
something desirable about
having a politically correct
racial and ethnic mix, it doesn’t
justify the enormous costs of
engaging in racial discrimina-

NAACP

continued on pg. 11
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The Weekly Challenger Newspaper
We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.

• A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages —
be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
• To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
• To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no
real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.
• To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what future events can be.
• The Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for
the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.

OPINION
Surviving, Thriving,
And Holiday Kwanzaa

BY JULIANNE
MALVEAUX
NNPA
COLUMNIST

When I look at the data
that define the reality for
African-Americans in the
economy, I am often alarmed
and discouraged. One in four
African American lives in
poverty. Nearly one in three is
out of work, according to unofficial data (official data says
one in six). African-Americans
have lost billions of dollars
worth of wealth in the foreclosure crisis. We aren’t alone in
ou r pain – our n ation is
hurting. But, our pain is more
pronounced, more acute, more
debilitating.
This is hardly the first time
African-Americans have experienced disproportionate pain.
In d e ed, the s tor y of our
presence in this nation has
been a story of us shouldering
more than our share of
economic pain. When people
ask me about the wealth gap, I
remind them that black folks
used to be the wealth white
folks accumulated. Under
those circumstances, it is
difficult to imagine that the
wealth gap will ever be closed.
And yet we rise. I wrote
my latest book, Surviving and
Thriving: 365 Facts in Black
Economic History, to remind
me, to remind all of us, that
even in harsh times African
Americans have been more
than survivors, we have been
thrivers. We have made it
despite horrible conditions,
despite unfairness, despite
racism. The playing field has
never been level, and yet we
have played on the slanted
field, returning, returning, and
sometimes winning. In the

middle of a week of running
around, talking about the book
in Detroit and in Chicago, I
had to smile at myself with air
of satisfaction and acknowledge a job well done.
Madame C.J. Walker is on
the book’s cover, and everyone
knows about this first selfmade woman millionaire in the
United States, but few know of
Maggie Lena Walker, the
woman who started the Penny
Savings Bank in Richmond,
Virginia. Californians are often
familia r with M ary E l l en
Pleasant (known as “Mammy
Pleasant”) who was a millionaire who gained stock tips by
working in white people’s
kitchens. William Liedesdorff
was the first treasurer of San
Francisco. He was a man of
African descent.
The most powerful acts of
economic history, acts at our
foundation, were those African
Americans who bought their
own freedom. I can’t ever even
begin to utter those words, or
write them, without feeling a
bit of nausea at the co n t radic tion implici t i n buying
one’s own freedom, a n d y e t
it happe ne d. We b o u g h t
ourselves, so committed to
freedom that we were willing
to cut a deal with massa, with
those who believed us
somehow less than human.
We cut deals despite the fact
that the Dred Scott decision
said that blacks had no rights
whites were bound to respect.
We were smart enough to cut
deals, and we could have run
away, but we stayed and paid
unscrupulous masters for a
free dom that o u r v ery
humanity had already earn ed
f o r u s . We b o u g h t
ourselves. Purchased ourselves.
And in the case of some, like

f r e e F r a n k M c W h o r t e r,
purchased our relatives, too.
In the case of John Parker, of
Cincinnati, not only freed
ourselves but also walked up
on plantations and, despite a
price on our head, freed others.
History books don’t talk about
self-emancipation, but they
s h o u l d . I wro t e m y b o o k
because everyone needs to
know about self-emancipation,
about the will and the tenacity
of people of African descent.
This book is not just a
book about entrepreneurs, but
about others that influenced
economic history, those who
protested segregation, those
“firsts” like Federal Reserve
Governor Andrew Brimmer,
who influenced public policy,
the women who were “firsts”
in earning academic degrees in
economics, Dr. Sadie Tanner
Mossell Alexander, and Dr.
Phyllis Ann Wallace, with
degrees from the University of
Pennsylvania and Yale, respectively. This is also the story of
the results of economic envy,
shameful facts in our economic
history, but essential ones
nonetheless. The destruction of
black Wall Street in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, the destruction of a
v i t al b l ack co m m u n i t y i n
Rosewood, Florida, and the
demolition of black life in
Wilmington, North Carolina
have had an impact on contemporary black life.
And so we need Kwanzaa
now more than ever. We need
the principle of Ujamaa –
cooperative economics. The
statistics tell a grim story about
our status, but our history is a
compelling reminder that in
good times and in bad, African
Americans have survived and
thrived.
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CEO Established To Help
More Youth Succeed
BY JEANIE BLUE
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER

S T. P E T E R S B U R G There's a new activist
organization formed in the
city and on Friday, Dec. 10,
they gathered at the Enoch
Davis Center in what they
described as a "Town Hall
Meeting" for young AfricanAmerican men to discuss
their issues and concerns.
The Community Expansion
Organization N.F.P. (CEO)
held the forum entitled "Out
of the Mouths of Young
Black Men" and according
to its president, Phil Garrett,
the program was organized
to provide a venue in which
young men are able to
express themselves to the
community and other
concerned citizens. This is
the first of a series of seven
meetings planned to discuss
concerns and put forth
solutions that Garrett says is
often missing and is needed
for the young men to plan
their future.
"African-Americans are
getting a bum rap," Garrett
said. "We have a lot of
forums and talks with
community leaders and
people with PHDs, but we
talk more about the problem
and we never hear about the
solutions." He added that we
ha v e s u c c e s s f u l Af r i c a n American kids with reports
indicating that 50 percent of
them are graduating from
high school. But after graduation, African-American
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Ga r r e t t e x p l a i n e d t h a t
CEO plans to use all means
necessary to help youth
which will include going out
into the streets to find and
bring other youth into this
network of supporters.
Other seminars will focus
on the time table of life; the
stages of growth and what is
expected of individuals in a
economic system; the
importance of a good
education; the benefits of
good grades; budgeting for
an individual and a family;
choosing your career goals
and planning to reach it;
how to focus on goals; how
to use community resources;
and family and parental
involvement.
For more information on
CEO call 727-282-9501 or
email the president at
CEO.Tampa@netzero.com.
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kids appear to not have any
idea of what they want to
be.
The CEO wants to help
these students with this life
process and expose them to
information regarding
career development, raising
a family and participating in
the economic system in the
USA.
This
town
hall
meeting was designed for
the youth to speak and for
the community to listen and
identify solutions to their
concerns. Three students
from the area served as
panel members and provided
the audience with an ear full
of concerns. Among the
panelist included, Dicarize
Smith (16), Marlin Scott
(17) and Maress Scott, Jr.
(19).
Smith and Marlin Scott
both attend Gibbs High
School and Maress Scott, Jr.
attends Florida A&M
University in Tallahassee.
After providing the
audience with background
information panel members
were fielded with questions
from the audience.
Some concerns cited
included more support from
adult professionals to serve
as examples of what careers
are available to the youth;
more jobs for young black
males so they can buy
clothes and keep a little
change in their pockets; and
more peer to peer tutoring.
Family expectation was also
ex p r e s s e d a s s o m e t h i n g t o
help motivate youth to
strive for success.

Call Mike Hughes
at 727-450-7446

plus tax, tag, title, WAC.
Acquisition fee extra. Includes all
incentives and rebates. Call for details.
Stock #A1616137

Purchase at 0%
for 72 months

or up to $10,000.00 off
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COMMUNITY NEWS
OUT & ABOUT

W STEVE

10 Heart Attack Symptoms
People Ignore!

Heart attacks don’t just happen. There are
many symptoms people should watch for in the
days and weeks leading up to an attack. But the
symptoms may not be the ones we expect. And
they can be different in men and women, and
different still in older adults. Studies have
shown that 95 percent of women who had heart
attacks experienced the symptoms in the weeks
and months before the attack. Surprisingly, the
symptoms weren’t the expected chest pain, so
they went unrecognized. Here are 10 common
symptoms overlooked by people that if
addressed could save your life!
1. Indigestion or nausea - One of the most
oft-overlooked signs of a heart attack is nausea
and stomach pain. Symptoms can range from
mild indigestion to severe nausea, cramping,
and vomiting. 2. Jaw, ear, neck, or shoulder
pain - A sharp pain and numbness in the chest,
shoulder, and arm is an indicator of heart attack,
but many people don’t experience heart attack
pain this way at all. Instead, they may feel pain
in the neck or shoulder area, or it may feel like
it’s running along the jaw and up by the ear.
3. Sexual dysfunction - Having trouble
achieving or keeping erections is common in
men with coronary artery disease, but they may
not make the connection. One survey of
European men being treated for cardiovascular
disease found that two out of three had suffered
from erectile dysfunction before they were ever
diagnosed with heart trouble. 4. Exhaustion or
fatigue - A sense of crushing fatigue that lasts
for several days is a nother sign of he art

tro u b l e. 5. Breathlessness and dizziness Because people associate breathing with the
lungs and not heart this symptom is easily
looked over. 6. Leg swelling or pain - When the
heart muscle isn’t functioning properly, waste
products aren’t carried away from tissues by the
blood, and the result can be edema, or swelling
caused by fluid retention in feet, ankles, and
legs. 7. Sleeplessness, insomnia, and anxiety This is an odd one doctors can’t yet explain.
Those who’ve had heart attacks often remember
experiencing a sudden, unexplained inability to
fall asleep or stay asleep during the month or
weeks before their heart attack. 8. Flu-like
symptoms - Clammy, sweaty skin, along with
feeling light-headed, fatigued, and weak, leads
some people to believe they’re coming down
with the flu when, in fact, they’re having a heart
attack. 9. Rapid-fire pulse or heart rate - One
little-known symptom that sometimes predates
a heart attack is known as ventricular tachycardia, more commonly described as rapid and
irregular pulse and heart rate. During these
episodes, which come on suddenly, you feel as
if your heart is beating very fast and hard, like
you just ran up a hill — except you didn’t.
10. You just don’t feel like yourself.
Please pay attention and watch for clusters
of symptoms that come on all at once are aren’t
typically normal. Get your check-ups, eat right,
and exercise. Many times heart attacks can be
prevented. We just need to be proactive. Thank
you for reading and I hope you enjoyed your
time OUT AND ABOUT W/STEVE.

St. Petersburg Kappa League
Wins First Place At
Brain Bowl Competition
BY CARLMON JUSTIN
JONES
KAPPA ALPHA PSI
FRATERNITY

ST. PETERSBURG - On
the morning of December 4,
2010 the St. Petersburg (FL)
Alumni Chapter Kappa League
(KL) Guide Right Program participated in the Annual St.
Petersburg College Center of
Excellence 2010-2011 County/
Regional Academic Competition.
The event consisted of math,
Word Wizard, black history and
culture brain bowl competitions. The chapter sponsored
two teams, one math and one
black history and culture.
Kappa League Math, the math
team, consists of 6th to 8th
graders, including KeOndre
Fields, captain, Amand
Johnson, co-captain, Michael
Carter, Caveair Belle, and Juan
Webster. The math team coach
is Dr. Gerald Junevicus. The
math team won first place in the
county and regional competition and will be headed to the
state competition in Orlando,
Florida, from March 25-26. If
they win the state competition
they will be awarded scholar-

ships.
The black history and
culture team also competed and
was the only brain bowl team to
have middle school students on
their team along with two high
school students. The KL Smart
Smurfs, members are Ronald
M c C u l l u m , J r. , c a p t a i n ,
RaShawn McCullum, cocaptain, Julandis Kendrick,
Derrick Walker, and Ali Devine.
Brother LaShante Keys is the
coach of the KL Smart Smurfs.
These young men won 1st Place
County and 2nd Place Regional.
The annual competition is
open to any organization or
group who wants to compete

with a team. All teams have an
opportunity to win scholarships.
The Kappa League members
had lots of fun learning about
math, black history and culture.
The KL members will benefit
by taking these new skills and
knowledge and applying them
back into the classroom. Special
thanks to Brothers Tyrone
Laury, Justin Clarke, and
Michael Clarke, the staff at the
SPC St. Petersburg/ Gibbs
Campus, Office of Special
Programs, community volunteers, parents, friends, and
st u d e n t s f o r m a k i n g t h e
County/Regional competition a
success.
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Young Black Men Taking Matters
Into Their Own Hands

BY GYPSY GALLARDO
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER

ST. PETERSBUR G “Maybe it is time to take matters
into our own hands and stop
letting the school board try to tell
us what is wrong with us,” says
Kalvin Edwards, who is one of
two young men spearheading
a c o mmunity inf orma tion
campaign to get more young men
and women involved in overcoming the odds.
Edwards, now a freshman at
St. Petersburg College and a 2010
Dixie Hollins High School
graduate, is teaming up with
Sherrod Collins, Jr., a senior at
Gibbs High School, to spread the
word to their peers about why
graduation from high school and
education are important keys to
their future.
Like so many others in South
St. Petersburg, Kalvin and
Sherrod wanted to do something
in response to the August
headlines about the dismal graduation rate for black males in
Pinellas County. They both got
their break when Lolita DashPitts, executive director of the
Fro n t Por ch Community
Development Association, hired
them on as interns paid for by the
YELDA program. YELDA is an
acronym for Youth Empowerment
and Leadership Development
Academy
Edwards and Collins were
placed into a 160-hour work
assignment with Askia

Left to right: 18 year old students Sherrod Collins, Jr.
(senior at Gibbs High School) and Kalvin Edwards
(freshman at St. Petersburg College)

Muhammad Aquil, president of
Community Housing Solutions
a nd long-time co m m u n i t y
activist.
Their first step was to survey
nearly 50 young people and 20
adults to get their take on why the
drop out rate is so daunting.
The result s were ey eopening. While adults everywhere are speculating and pontificating about the causes of the
black achievement gap, Kalvin
and Sherrod gathered some compelling food-for-thought.
For starters, the youth
surveyed overwhelmingly agreed

that the top two causes of high
school drop-out are “Drugs” and
“Family Issues/Parents.” Other
factors commonly blamed – such
as “Discrimination” and teen
pregnancy – actually ranked
lowest on the list (with only one
respondent citing them in the top
two causes).
Just as important, 29 of the 49
teens who took the survey
confirmed that they’d be willing
to get involved to help make a difference.
Kalvin notes “I don’t mean
blame the schools, our parents, or
even ourselves. I am just saying

we need to take more initiative to
open up more doors in our lives,
but we do not have to do it alone.”
Sherrod agreed wholeheartedly. He says “This is a nationwide epidemic that affects all
races. But as recent studies show,
this infectious problem is mainly
targeting the black community. At
first, I didn’t see it until I saw it
with my own eyes. Three of my
older cousins were unsuccessful
at obtaining their high school
diplomas. One male cousin went
to jail. Another dropped out
because of drug use. One female
cousin became pregnant, didn’t
accumulate enough credits to
graduate and simply got a certificate of attendance.”
He’s using Facebook as one
tool to reach more of his peers.
Both Sherrod and Kalvin are
honors students.
What’s next? Several adults,
including Rodney Bennett, are
working with the teen duo to
develop local strategies and activities for raising awareness and
getting more people involved in
this effort. Bennett is helping the
teens take their message nationwide through his son’s on-line
teen magazine.
In the meantime, Kalvin is
pursuing a career in forensic psychology. Sherrod is deciding
between enlisting in the Navy and
enrolling in Florida A & M
University when he finishes
Gibbs.
Reach the two young men by
email at Graduate@hsmagazineonline.com.

Three Percent Discount
For Tax Bills Paid This Month

CLEARWATER – Pinellas
County Tax Collector Diane
Nelson reminds property
owners that 2010 property taxes
paid in December will receive a
3 percent discount.
Property owners are encouraged to take advantage of online
payments – which can be made
anytime of the day – at taxcol-

lect.com. Online payments,
along with payments made at
any Tax Collector branch office
or through one of the drop
boxes, must be made by Jan. 3
to receive the discount.
Payments sent through the mail
must be postmarked by Dec. 31.
U n d e r F l o r i d a l a w,
payments made by the

following dates receive the
respective discounts: Nov. 30, 4
percent; Dec. 31, 3 percent; Jan
31, 2 percent; and Feb. 28, 1
percent. Because Tax Collector
offices will be closed on Dec.
31, this year’s deadline for
online, over-the-counter and
drop box payments is Jan. 3.
Al l 2 0 1 0 p ro p ert y t ax

payments must be made by
March 31 to avoid becoming
delinquent.
For more information about
your 2010 property tax bills or
other Pinellas County Tax
Collector services, please visit
taxcollect.com or call (727)
464-7777 to speak to a tax specialist.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
FORCLOSURE? We Can Help You Save Your Home!
Call us today at 727-512-8261 or Email us Today
at info@Rubinslaw.com. Don’t wait, call us NOW!

Rubin

Matthew 7:24

and Associates Law Firm, P.A.
4399 35th St. No., Suite 3P, St. Petersburg, FL 33714
www.rubinslaw.com / www.churchlaw@seminars.com

Senior Attorney
Karmika V. Rubin, Esq.

Skin care packed with multiple
benefits. Special offers you
don’t want to miss. Free
samples so you can try before
you buy. Free makeovers
and expert tips. Shop at your
convenience with my personal
delivery. No crowds. No parking hassles.
No drain on your gas tank. What better way to get
all your skin care and makeup! Contact me today!
Call Dianne Speights, Independent Sales Director

727-403-0144 or 727-866-6621

SILVERLINING BEAUTY CENTER
1834 49th Street South Ste. B, St. Petersburg, FL 33707
(727) 328-2623

NEW LOCATION

4940 Central Ave., St. Petersburg

Fall Special $10.00

727-321-6600

Basic Rollerset/Wrap
Monday by Appt. only
Tues-Friday 9-5 • Saturday 9-3

DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN &
DR. CHRISTINE MANZELLA
Board Certified Optometric Physicians

ANNIE’S HAIR BOUTIQUE
575 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707

727-323-0269

BOOTH RENTAL AVAILABLE
SPECIALS:
• Press and Curls
• Damaged Hair
• Individual Lashes @ $20

ASK FOR
ANNIE

OPEN
WED. - SAT.
10 am - 6 pm

FOR A LIMITED TIME!
15% OFF ONE SERVICE OR
PRODUCT WITH THIS AD
OR REGISTER FOR A DRAWING FOR ONE PAIR OF
DESIGNER SUNGLASSES!

UNIQUE STYLEZ and CUTZ

WALK-INS WELCOME
YOGI
115 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Call 727-557-4511 • Monday-Saturday

WWW .T HE WEEKLY CHALLENGER .COM

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Courtesy of

Through Dec. 31 - Giant Greeting Card and Holiday Light
Displays. Stroll along the waterfront and enjoy the Giant
Greeting Card display along Bayshore Dr. at Vinoy Park
and the Illuminated holiday light displays in North and
South Straub Park.

December 16-23 - Santa in the Park and Glice skating.
North Straub Park. 6 to 9 p.m. Santa comes to town with
visits to children nightly from 6 to 9 p.m. Visits with Santa
are free, don’t forget to give him your list! Santa does leave
promptly at 9 p.m. each night to return to the North Pole.
Glice Skating: bring your socks, $5 for 30 minutes, skates
are provided. Brought to you by the Holiday Helpers of the
Parks & Recreation department. 727-893-7441.

Saturday, Dec. 18 - Playground Build at James B.
Sanderlin Family Center. Rays employees including
Principal Owner Stuart Sternberg will build a playground at
the James B. Sanderlin Family Center (2335 22nd Avenue
South). The new playground’s design is based on drawings
created by children who participated in a Design Day event
in October. The new playground will provide more than 300
children with a safe place to play.
Saturday, Dec. 18 - Quarterly Classic Auto Show. Area
surrounding The Pier, 800 Second Avenue N.E. 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. www.stpetepier.com or 727-821-6443. Coordinated
by Richard Gormont (727) 331-9684 or email: cameraguylargo@yahoo.com. Registration fees go for trophies and to
benefit All Children's Hospital. FREE to attend.

Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 18-19 - The Chocolate
Nutcracker. Saturday, December 18th at 2 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, December 19th at 3 p.m. Progress Energy Center
for the Arts, Mahaffey Theater, 400 1st St. S., www.mahaffeytheater.com or 727-892-5798. Admission: $17, $27, $37
Groups of 30 or more receive $5 off each ticket. Contact:
Jai Hinson - 727-216-3159. The Chocolate Nutcracker,
now in its 12th year, has been a community project consisting of over 200 children from the Tampa Bay area. The production will again be a spin on Tchiakovsky’s classic,
beginning with a Harlem Renaissance swing setting and
then taking the audience to Jazzland, Gospeland, Land of
Funk, Africa, Brazil and many more experiences. This production is considered one of the holiday seasons best. It is
an event that is like no other. It is one that you don't want
to miss.

Saturday, Dec. 18 - St Petersburg's Saturday Morning
Market will bring a festive holiday spirit to the weekly
community event with the ‘Festival of the Last Minute,'
honoring the long standing tradition of never getting all
one's holiday purchases complete until the last minute. To
make the normally celebratory mood at Market even more
festive, we've planned the following additions: Holiday
Costume Contests, Gift Basket Raffle, music and entertainment. Live music from the Gulf Coast Jazz Quartet will
enliven the market from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. They will also
have additional roving carolers. Some vacationing elves
have unofficially informed us that the white-bearded man
himself will make an appearance. The Saturday Morning
Market is located at the Al Lang Field parking lot (also
known as Progress Energy Park), located on the corner of
1st Ave S and 1st Street.

Monday, Dec. 20 - Muvico Theaters' Free Holiday Film
Festival, BayWalk 20, 151 2nd Ave. N., St. Petersburg, FL.
10 a.m. Share the goodwill and join us for free holiday
movies and $3 kids' combos. First-come, first-served. Dec.
20 - Fred Claus, Dec. 21 - Elf, Dec. 22 - Polar Express.
727-502-0965 or http://www.muvico.com.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED AT THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER - Sales
Associates. Call the office at 727-896-2922 for more information.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 for 1-20 words and 50¢ for each additional word over 20.
This price is each time you publish your ad.
Must pay in full prior to run date. Deadline: Monday at 4:00 p.m.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Many Attend Nite Riders
Annual Christmas Dance
60 Seconds
On Success
BY JEANIE BLUE
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER

BY THE QUEEN OF SUCCESS
SELPHENIA N ICHOLS-SIMMONS

5 S.T.E.P.S. to Success Part 4

“Before we can exceed the
expectations of others, we must
first raise expectations of
ourselves.” This statement leads
me into our focus this week…
Step 3: Expect Excellence.
Expect Excellence and settle
for nothing less than the best. In
life you will get out of it what
you expect. Expect things to
work in your favor and eventually they will. This is a
reminder of why your thoughts
are important and why you
must take control of them, in
order to control your destiny, as
we discussed in Step 2.
Raise your expectations by
elevating your mind beyond the
limits of mediocrity. “He who
aims at excellence will be above
mediocrity; he who aims at
mediocrity will be far short of
It.” -Burmese saying.
Frankly speaking, being
good enough to get by is no

longer good enough. You were
made by an excellent creator, in
the image of excellence. So you
should be striving for nothing
less than to be EXCELLENT!
B e EXC ELL E NT i n y o u r
speech! Be EXCELLENT in
your character! Be
EXCELLENT in your interactions with others! Be
EXCELLENT in your family!
Be EXCELLENT as a parent!
Be EXCELLENT as a student
and lifelong learner! Be
EXCELLENT in your entrepreneurial endeavors! Be
EXCELLENT and sanctify
yourself Holy in ministry!
Strive to Be EXCELLENT in
everything you do. Excellence
should be one of the characteristics that define you. Your
persona should exemplify
excellence. When people,
busine ss c o l l eag u es an d
ministry associates think of you,

excellence should come to
mind.
If you stand for excellence,
others will present you with
nothing less than their best. Iron
sharpens iron. You will attract
what you present and what you
expect. Vince Lombardi once
expressed that “The quality of a
man’s life is in direct proportion
to his commitment to excellence, regardless of is chosen
field of endeavor.” I implore
you from this day forward to
commit to excellence. Learn to
expect
excellence
from
yourself, before you expect it
from others. Once you do this,
then you have positioned
yourself to have a right not to
settle for nothing less than the
best.
Until next week, when we
move to Step 4: Prepare. Be
empowered to Be
EXCELLENT!

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!
Send Notices Or Information About
Future Community Events To editor@theweeklychallenger.com

C
OMPANION PLANS
Affordable Final Expense Life Insurance
LOSING A LOVED ONE CAN MEAN
MORE THAN JUST EMOTIONAL BURDENS
At the time of your death, how will your loved ones
pay for your final expenses and financial obligations?
COMPANION PLANS GUARANTEE:
• Your premium will never increase regardless of
your age or health.
• Your face amount will never decrease regardless
of your age or health.
• Your policy cannot be cancelled because of your age
or health as long as premiums are paid currently.
• Your policy will build cash values should you need
a loan for any reason.
• Life insurance death benefits are paid tax-free to the
beneficiary.

Speak with
JAMES REED
at Senior Life
Services Today!

CALL
813-405-5520

LAWSON FUNERAL HOME
AND CREMATION SERVICES
When someone dies, the most
important decision you will make
is that of selecting a funeral home
that meets your personal needs and
your financial situation.
At Lawson Funeral Home – we offer:
• A courteous and understanding staff
• Comfortable and clean facilities
• A price that is fair to you
• Services that are carried out with
dignity and respect

ST. PETERSBURG - More
than 250 people attended the
annual Nite Riders Van Club's
Christmas Dance that was held
on Friday, Dec. 10, at the
Lithuanian American Club.
Attendees came to help raise
funds for the club as well as
meet and greet each other.
"This is a regular fundraiser
to help fund the various opportunities we participate in to give
ba c k t o t h e c o m m u n i t y, "
President Donnie Williams said.
Williams added that proceeds
from these fundraisers are used
to provide school supplies for
youth, food and clothing to the
needy and support to other nonprofits that provide services for
community members and their
families.
The Nite Riders Van Club
was established some 27-years
ago, when a group of founding
members decided to establish a
venue for van owners and their
families to travel around the
U n i t e d S t a t e s t o g e t h e r.
According to Williams, who has
served as president of the nonfor-profit organization for the
past 20 (+) years, it was about
six-months later the group
decided to also focus on how
they could help the community.
"I am one of the founding
members and we initially

Nite Riders Van Club 26th Anniversary photo

formed the group so that we
could travel together and have
fun, but shortly after its
founding, about six-months
later, the group decided on two
goals," Williams said. "One was
to have fun together and the
other was to do what we can to
help the community. The focus
changed from having fun to
being an asset to the
c o m m u n i t y, f o c u s i n g o n
meeting the needs of the elderly
and youth.
In its history the club has
established a legacy of helping
the community by providing an
annual back to school cook out
at one of the local parks where
hundreds of children have been
served with school supplies and
a barbecue dinner. The club also
assist other non-profits to meet
their goals. For instance, the
club sets up and serves food for
different events including the

WWW.THEWEEKLYCHALLENGER.COM

CALVARY CATHOLIC
C EMETERY
Burial Spaces Pre-Need $990.00
Cremation Niches $990.00 Complete
Interest Free Financing

727-572-4355

Advertisers

PRAISE 1590 AM WRXB

29 45 51

ALL GOSPEL, ALL THE TIME
LISTEN UP DAILY TO WRXB 1590 ANOINTED MUSIC

Where experience and
service counts!

PLEASE
Support
OUR

5233 118th Ave. N., Clearwater

Lock your dials to 1590 AM for Anointed Music 24/7…
For your listening pleasure, you can expect to hear a
wide selection of good Gospel music from quartets to
choirs, contemporary and inspirational.

Lawson Funeral Home and
Cremation Services
4535 Central Avenue
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
Phone: (727) 623-9025
Fax: (727) 623-9027
E-mail:lawsonfh@live.com

annual Urban League's Blackon-Black Crime Run and the
Juneteenth Freedom Day celebration.
E i g h t - y e a r m e m b e r,
Clairnell Robinson, attended the
dance and praised the groups
efforts to assist the community.
"We are here to help the
community by doing volunteer
work," Robinson said. "We help
with the Wildwood Recreation
Center by cooking breakfast for
the employees and hot dogs for
the children who attend. It
makes me feel good to be a part
of this organization."
Members and others
continue to support the organization by patronizing the club's
nightclub located at 435 49th St.
South. It's opened nightly and
offers specials including a crab
night, when they offer patrons
free spicy crabs with purchases.

For Marketing and Promotions

Contact Donza Drummond

at (727) 865-1591
Email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 865-WRXB (1591)

3551 42nd Avenue South, Suite B-106
St. petersburg, FL 33713

PICK OF THE WEEK!

395
702
100

CA$H 3
DOG DAYS
2-8 1-3
4-5 7-2
5-4 8-1
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ENTERTAINMENT

BLACK HISTORY

“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”

Source: Wikipedia Free Library

Virginia Hamilton

Farewell To James Moody

It was just a little more than
two weeks ago, when I wrote the
article “Local Jazz Icon Will Be
Missed.” It was about the passing
of jazz musician Jack Brokensha, a
member of the popular Australian
Jazz Quartet back in the ‘50s.
Unfortunately, this week, I’m
writing again about a passing icon
of jazz James Moody, the great jazz
saxophonist and flautist best
known for his recorded performance of “Moody’s Mood for
Love.” His solo on that tune
inspired Eddie Jefferson to write
lyrics to it, and it soon became a hit
with lovers and musicians.
Moody died on Thursday,
December 9 in San Diego of
cancer. He was 85 years of age. It
was just a little over a month ago
that Moody disclosed that he had
pancreatic cancer and had decided
against chemotherapy or radiation
treatment. Having been twice
divorced, Moody is survived by his
wife Linda McGowan, three sons,
Patrick, Regan and Danny
McGowan; daughter Michelle
Moody, a brother Louis Watters;
four grandchildren and one greatgrandson.
Although born in Savannah,
Georgia, Moody was raised in
Newark, New Jersey where I had
the opportunity to cross paths with
him. He was a friend of my next
door neighbor Walter Darden, and
he and Walter used to practice
playing alto saxophone at the
YMCA – Newark, NJ. After he
became famous with the tune
“Moody’s Mood for Love,” I and
the other younger guys talked about
him incessantly. And, despite the
fact that he was named James, we
never referred to him by any other
name than “Moody.” Even to this
day, after hearing about Moody’s
death, when I called Walter’s
brother Bob, we both spoke words
of endearment about our friend

“Moody.” The same is true with
his friends and musical contemporaries.
Moody performed in the allblack Army Air Force band during
World War II, and after his
discharge, he auditioned for the
Dizzy Gillespie band, but didn’t
make it. However, several months
later, he auditioned again and
passed it this time. At that time,
Dizzy was leading one of the first
big bands that played the intricate
and demanding new form of jazz
known as bebop. Performing with
Dizzy, it wasn’t very long that
Moody gained the attention of the
jazz community with a brief but
fiery solo on the band’s recording
of Dizzy’s piece of music called
“Emanon.”
When I heard the news of
Moody’s passing, I found it hard to
believe, because just a few days
before, he and I had connected as
friends on FACEBOOK. It was
my hope to rekindle our friendship
of long ago. But, unfortunately I
was too late. I checked with my
good friend Ag Burns to see if he
had heard the bad news, and he
hadn’t. I shared with him what had
happened and we began to discuss
the recording that we own of
Moody’s. Ag stated that he owned
Moody’s LP album “Flutin’ the
Blues”. I checked my LP and CD
collection and found two of
Moody’s albums, “James Moody”
and “Moody’s Party – Live At The
Blue Note”, celebrating Moody’s
70th birthday. At this very special
party were special guests such as,
Bill Cosby, Roy Ayers, vibes, Chris
Potter, tenor sax, Arturo Sandoval,
trumpet, and Grover Washington,
Jr., soprano sax.
My friend, Ag and I continue
sharing about Moody’s career, and
we both recalled Moody’s famous
album “Last Train From
Overbrook.” This particular album

was his first step back from the
disease of alcoholism that hindered
his career as a distinguished jazz
musician. It was recorded in 1958,
after Moody had spent about six
months at Overbrook Hospital,
where Moody regained his
physical and mental health.
In 1 9 9 8 , t h e Nat i o n al
Endowment for the Arts named
Moody a “Jazz Master.” His latest
album, “Moody 4B”, which was
recorded in 2008 and just released
this year, earned a Grammy nomination this month. Thus, Moody is
being considered for an award for
B es t In s t ru m en t al Al b u m
(Individual or Group) at the 53rd
Annual Grammy Awards taking
place February 13, 2011. For those
of you interested in watching the
event, it will be on the CBS
Television Network from 8 – 11:30
p.m. (ET/PT) on that date.
As a side note, Moody was
awarded the “Satchmo Award” by
the Jazz Club of Sarasota in March
2009 at the 29th Annual Sarasota
Jazz Festival. The Satchmo
sculpture was designed by the
creator of The Heisman Trophy,
sculptor Frank Eliscu, and is
awarded to an individual who has
made an exceptional and lasting
contribution to jazz. Other jazz
masters who have received the
S at ch m o Award are Du k e
Ellington, Lionel Hampton, Gerry
Mulligan, Dr. Billy Taylor, Marian
McPartland, Dave Brubeck, and
more than a dozen other jazz greats.
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live Jazz!”
Jazz fans – do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU! You may visit my website
at: rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email
me at JazzJamm@aolcom. You
may also mail your letters to Rick
Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King St., S.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Virginia Hamilton, born
March 12, 1936, was an awardwinning author of children's books.
Sh e w r o t e o v e r 3 5 b o o k s ,
including “M. C. Higgins, the
Great,” for which she won the
National Book Award in 1974 and
the 1975 Newbery Medal.
Virginia Hamilton grew up in
Yellow Springs, Ohio. Virginia
Hamilton was named for her
grandfather's home state. She
attended Antioch College and

then transferred to Ohio State
University. She married the poet
Arnold Adoff in 1960. Virginia
loved old movies, trees, and Ohio
sunsets.
Hamilton's
first
book,
“Zeely,” as published in 1967,
and she continued to write for the
rest of her life. Her protagonists
are generally African-American.
She is known as a leader in the
field of African-American
children's literature.
During her lifetime, Virginia
Hamilton received numerous
awards, including the Edgar Allan
Poe Award, the Coretta Scott
King Award, the Boston GlobeHorn Book Award, and the Hans

Christian Andersen Award.
T h e Vi rg i n i a H a m i l t o n
Conference on Multicultural
Literature for Youth has been held
at Kent State University each year
since 1984.
Hamilton died of breast
cancer in February 19, 2002.
Her book “Sweet Whispers,
Brother Rush” was awarded a
Boston Globe-Horn Book Award.
It is about a teenage girl, Tree,
who has difficulty getting over
the death of her brother Dab.
Hamilton said that she was
hesitant at first about including a
ghost in some scenes in the novel,
but that she later decided that “it
felt right.”

Janet Collins

Janet Collins was a ballet
dancer and choreographer.
Janet Collins was one of
the few classically trained
Louisiana Créole dancers of her
generation. In 1951 she won the
Donaldson Award for best
dancer on Broadway for her
work in Cole Porter's “Out of
This World” (musical). She also
did “Aida,” “Carmen” and was
the first Créole ballerina at the
Metropolitan Opera. She could
not tour in parts of the Deep
South due to her race. In later
life she taught dance.

Janet Collins was among the
pioneers of black ballet dancing
and set the way for others to
follow. Born on March 2, 1917
in New Orleans, she began her
successful career at the age of
twelve when she took up ballet
classes. She was fifteen years
old when she auditioned with
success, for the prestigious
Ballet Russe the Monte Carlos,
but she immediately refused the
role as she was required to paint
her face and skin white in order
to be able to perform. This was
in 1932.
Janet Collins struggled time
and again against racism, which
did not spare the world of professional ballet dancing. Not
many African-American dancers
and performers achieved the

successful carrier she was able
to attain. In 1951, Janet Collins
became the first AfricanAmerican to perform in the
Metropolitan Opera in New
York.
Later on, she took on other
important roles in prestigious
plays. Janet Collins decided to
go solo by performing her own
work of art. She also gave
dancing classes at several
schools and universities. Janet
Collins passed away in 2003 at
the age of 86, in Forth Worth,
Texas. In recognition of her
great work and dedication, her
renowned cousin Carmen De
Lavallade established the Janet
Collins Fellowship which would
honor aspiring talented ballet
dancers.

To view schedule
of events visit:
www.rickgeesjazzjamm.com
For additional information
call 727-866-1844 or
email jazzjamm@aol.com

Holiday Season Edition
(Dec. 23, 2010)
Annual Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Edition
(Jan. 13, 2011)
Black History Month Edition
(Feb. 17, 2011)

Call Today! 727-896-2922

Answers on page 11
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First Baptist Institutional Church

955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Email: info@mzprogressive.org Website: www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday Worship Services .............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study..........................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service.................................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
2nd & 4th Sunday Worship Services ................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer ............................................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study ........................................................................6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Mission Statement:

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

BETHEL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373

912 3rd Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
727-822-2089 • Rev. Bryant Fayson, Pastor

Early Morning Worship ................................................7:30 a.m.

Sunday Church School ---------------------------------------9:10 a.m.

Sunday School ................................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .........................................................11:00 a.m.

Sunday Worship Service ------------------------------------11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ................7:00 p.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

WMS "The Gathering--------------1st Thurs. each month 11:45 a.m.

Friday Prayer Meeting ................................................11:00 a.m.

"Come for an uplifting spiritual experience
at historic Bethel AME,
the oldest African-American Church in St. Pete."

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

If you are brokenhearted in spirit, unable to forgive, dealing with issues
of love, anger, deception, betrayal, lied and cheated, and kicked to the curb.

1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Tune into this Radio Ministry weekly for breakthru..

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services . . . .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) . . . . . . . .4:00 p.m.
Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

Princess Denise Wright
Radio Host /
TV Personality

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

MOUNT PILGRIM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

Victory Christian Center Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

10th Street Church Of God

United for Christ

Freewill Baptist Church

(727) 898-9407

Sunday School...............................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship .......................11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 p.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 p.m.

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

Come on and Go with Me, Come on Over to God’s Place!

STEWART ISOM MEMORIAL CME CHURCH
“WHERE GOD IS SIMPLY INCREDIBLE!”
1820 Walton St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone (727} 327-0593
The Church in Worship
Sunday Worship Experience Sunday Mornings @ 11 a.m.
KINGDOM KIDS’ Children’s Church
First through Third Sunday Mornings at 11 a.m.
The Church in Study
Sunday School (for All Ages) Sunday Mornings at 9:30 a.m.
Thursday Night Triumph (Prayer, Praise & Power)
Thursday Evenings at 6:45 p.m.

Come Expecting to be BLESSED!

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Sunday School....................................9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship ......................................11:00 a.m.
Communion .......................................................First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation..........................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .................7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.......................7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study ............7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Tutoring ............................6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

Thursday Nights: 9:15 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. (EST)
Universal Christian Radio; www.universalchristianradio.com
Saturdays: 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. (EST)
WXYB (1520 AM Local Radio) • www.wpso.com (Click WXYB live radio)
Sunday Radio Broadcasts
WFAM ( Augusta , GA ) 11:15 a.m.; WIJD ( Mobile , AL )
6:30 p.m. ( Tupelo , MS ) 7:30 p.m.; WLMR ( Chattanooga , TN ) 12:15 p.m.

Email: princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com • 727-289-2475
www.mattersoftheheartministry.org

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Pastor Minister Tyrone Ford
and 1st Lady Kadell Ford

4116 34th Street South
Pinch A Penny Plaza
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

727-258-4993
Wednesday Night Bible Study ......................7:00 p.m.
Sunday School ............................................. 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service .............................11:00 a.m.

Living, Teaching and Preaching the True Gospel
of Jesus Christ, to Save Lost Souls. Come join in with us.

Friendship

Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

vSunday..............7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Worship
Sunday School. ..............................................9:30 a.m.
Monday Morning Meditation WRXB ......6:45 a.m.
Wednesday.....................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 p.m. Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday ..........................7 p.m. Youth Enrichment

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

“Serving and Saving
“Helping and
Healing”

“Inspiring and
Instructing”
“Praying and
Praising”

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006
B ro. R ober t Sm ith

Sunday Morning Worship .................................7:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class.............................9:20 a.m.
Sunday Morning Second Worship..................10:40 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...............................7:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Morning Bible Class ....................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .............................7:00 p.m.

Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

SERVICES

Sunday School – 10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 5:30 p.m.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.
Morning Prayer – 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

Prayer Service – 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study (for all ages) – 7:30 p.m.

PLACE YOUR
CHURCH DIRECTORY
AD HERE!!
CALL 727-896-2922

CHURCH DIRECTORY
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services

Church School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

OF

JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church School: .....................................9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: ............................................10:00 a.m. – 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: ............................10:20 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: .......................................10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer each Monday ...............................12:00 Noon
Bible Study each Tuesday: .......................................6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

By The Word of Faith Church Inc.
558 28th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-328-0788 • Fax: 727-328-8460

Service Times and Schedules
EVERY TUESDAY-THURSDAY FROM 10 AM - 2 PM
COME AND GET A BAG OF FOOD ONCE A MONTH

Bishop Willie C. Sands
Evangelist Patricia Sands

THE ROCK

9

Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m. Empowerment Service
3rd and 4th Sunday 9:00 a.m. New Members Class
Sunday Morning 9:00 Sunday School
Sunday Morning Service 10:00
Nursery Available and Children Ministry!!!

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Sunday Worship Service.........10:15 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) ......7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).........7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor

CHURCH NEWS
Prayer Tower Thrift Store
will be having a holiday sale for
children clothes. Buy one and
get one free.
Date: Wednesday, Dec. 15 to

Prayer Tower

Saturday, Dec. 18
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m.
Location: 1525 16th Street
South, St Petersburg, FL

If you have questions, please
contact Janice Welch at 5202183.
Pastor Clarence Welch

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church

“Impact the world by
equipping believers to reach the
lost with the gospel of Jesus
Christ.”
83rd Church Recognition:
The community is invited to our
“Friends & Family Day”
Sunday, December 19th at our
10 a.m. worship service. Come,
join us as we celebrate 83 years
in service for the Lord!
Our Children and Youth
Ministry presents “The
C h ri stmas Stor y” 4 p.m.
Sunday, December 19th, in our
main sanctuary. Special per-

formances by our mime, youth
praise dancers, children’s choir,
sc hool of m u s i c, an d T h e
Starlights Performing Arts, Inc.
All Hail King Jesus 2011,
“Triumphal Entry.” Our Music
& Performing Arts Ministry will
conduct an interest meeting 7
p.m. Tuesday, December 28th,
in our main sanctuary.
30 Minutes...can make a difference in your life! Join us for
Mid-Day Bible Study
Wednesdays, Noon to 12:30
p.m., in our main sanctuary.
Be sure to tune into WRXB,

Prai s e 1 5 9 0 AM , 7 : 3 0 a. m .
Saturday mornings to hear
Pastor Murphy share a Word
from the Lord.
Church Business Office
Holiday Hours: On December
23rd our Business Offices will
close at Noon and not resume
o p erat i o n u n t i l 9 : 0 0 a. m .
Tuesday, December 28th.
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church, 955
20th St. S. Phone: 727-894-4311.
www.mzprogressive.org.

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church

ST. MARK MISSIONARY
CELEBRATES CHRISTMAS
WITH THE COMMUNITY
The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its
official staff of Deacons and
Trustees, and the entire congregation
invites
the
community at large to join in
with us as we celebrate
“Christmas
with
the
Community” on Saturday,
December 18 at 3:30 p.m. This
annual event is our way of
reaching out to the Childs Park
Community and providing
gifts for families whose
children otherwise would go
lacking. As part of this celebration, St. Mark Children and
Youth Ministry will present
their Christmas Play entitled
“Everyone was Worried”

along with musical support
from the church choirs. Food
will be served, candy fruit and
door prizes will be given and
gifts will be distributed to 62
children adopted by the St.
Mark family.
Calendar of Events for
December
Dec 18 - Christmas with
the Community-Everyone is
Invited (3:30 p.m.)
Dec 24 - Christmas Eve
Dec 25 - Christmas Day
Dec 31 - Watch Night
Services at St. Mark M.B.C.
Also at St. Mark …
Sunday School is held for
both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts
each Sunday morning at 9:30
a.m. All are invited to come
out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is

each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.
Members and the general
public are invited to come out
and study the Bible with us
and learn “What Baptist
Believe”.
Youth
Children
and
Ministry Meetings are held
every Monday at 6:00 p.m.
Children in the community are
welcomed to join us.
Young Adult Ministry
every Monday from 7:00 p.m.8:00 p.m. (Bible Study)
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday
at 7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study every Thursday evening
at 7:00 p.m.

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church, “God’s House in the
City,” under the leadership of Dr
Rickey L. Houston extends an
invitation to the community to
join us as we declare the living
Word of God. Join us at 9:00 a.m.
for Sunday School and at 10:15
a.m. worship service. Bible
S t u d y and Teen Summit/
Children Rising are held on
Wednesday evening, at 7:00 p.m.
We are committed to a Christcentered, people-centered, teamc e n t er ed and Bible -based
ministry; with priorities focused
on love, forgiveness, unity, peace
and growth. We celebrate in

worship, we care for one another,
we cultivate the fullest spiritual
life possible both individually
and corporately; and we communicate God’s truth at every opportunity. Living out these principles
results in a kaleidoscope of ministries for all ages and interests.
We a l s o e n c o u r a g e t h e
community to make use of our
Prayer Line. (727-321-9645)
Bethel will observe its annual
Memorial Service for those
members who had their
homegoing in 2010 on Sunday,
Dec embe r 1 9 t h d u ri n g t h e
morning worship service. Family
and friends are invited to join us

in this service of remembrance.
Faith Bible Institute (FBI) is
now accepting applications for
elective courses. These courses
are open to anyone 12 grade and
older. The first elective being
offered beginning January 24,
2011 at 6:30 p.m. is a six (6)
week course in Eschatology, the
study of the Doctrine of
Prophecy. Please contact the
church office for additional information.
“Working as God’s Chosen in
2010” John 15:16, Titus 2:14, I
Peter 2:9.
Email:bchurch5@tampabay.rr
.com. Website: www.bmmbc.org

A DV E RTI S E YO U R C H U RC H EVE N T
C A L L F O R A Q U OT E : 727-896-2922

Church News due by 4:00 p.m.
on Monday of each week

To All Our
Faithful Church
Advertisers

It’s Christmas and
We just wanted to say
“Thank You”and that it’s been a
pleasure working with you this past year …
We hope you and your families have a
Wonderful Christmas and a Happy New Year!
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STATE NEWS
More Than Half Of Senior
Women Live In Poverty
TAMPA - Good news:
Women are living longer. A
woman born after 1960 has a life
expectancy of 85 years of age.
Here’s the bad news for women,
you might live too long-financially speaking.
Currently, nearly 40 percent
of older women living alone
depend on Social Security for
almost all of their income. The
economic impact on retirement
savings, disappearing pension
plans and uncertainty in the
solvency of Social Security
benefits in the future will drive
up the number of women 65 and
older who will be living in
poverty. In 2007, well before the
economic decline, 20.5 percent
of unmarried women age 65 and
older had income below 100
percent of the federal government’s definition of poverty-far
higher than rates experienced by
men or married couples,
according to Census Bureau
data.
Tampa Bay, specifically
Pinellas County has one of the
highest concentrations of 85+
residents in the country and in
the wake of the market crash, it is
clear that voluntary investing in
defined contribution vehicles
such as 401(k)s and IRAs isn’t
going to cut it.
WISER (Women’s Institute
For A Secure Retirement)
recently released a study-billed
as a “blueprint for change” - that
surveyed more than 30 experts
from government, the financial
services industry, and professional and academic organizations on ways to address the
problem. The solutions pointed
to by the study are useful - and

not just for women. The report
describes the need to move
toward a greater use of products
like income annuities, longerterm care insurance policies
and reverse mortgages.
Meet local Tampa Bay
resident, Eloise Pruitt, an 85
year old widow who like most
women has outlived her
retirement savings. “I had
mounting bills to pay and a home
in bad need of repairs, but there
was no way I could afford to pay
for any repairs. I received some
information in the mail from
Senior Lending on the HUD
Federally Insured Reverse
Mortgage and wrote them back
to request more information”,
shared Eloise.
In Eloise’s case, she had yet
another hurdle to overcome - the
declining housing market. The
home value drop had impacted
her appraisal value making the
reverse mortgage option a very
close call with relation to paying
off the mortgage and having the
needed repairs done with the
equity in her home.
Larry Jarmon from Senior
Lending went out to meet Eloise
in person to discuss the details of
the HUD Federally Insured
After
Reverse Mortgage.
meeting Eloise, he felt so
strongly about helping her that
he took her case to the company
president and asked if the
company could handle the case
pro-bono. In order for the
reverse mortgage to work for
Eloise, all company fees would
have to be waived, so that all the
equity in the home could be
applied against the balance of the
mortgage and home repairs.

There are two primary
requirements to qualify for a
reverse mortgage. The first,
individuals on title of the home
must be 62 years of age and own
the home with a low mortgage or
no mortgage balance. At no
point in the reverse mortgage
process through HUD does the
home owner waive ownership of
the home.
For Eloise her story has a
happy ending because Senior
Lending was willing to help her.
“Why on earth aren’t more
people telling seniors about this
Federally Insured Reverse
Mortgage?”, commented Eloise.
“I know that I met a very special
person in Larry at Senior
Lending and I am truly blessed
to no longer have a monthly
mortgage payment. Plus, I have
the additional cash in my pocket
each month. I love working in
my yard planting flowers,
tending to my garden and going
to my exercise classes three
times a week. I feel great and for
as long as I can I want to remain
independent in my home” shared
Eloise.
According to a survey
conducted by the Joint Center for
Housing Studies of Harvard
University, 95 percent of seniors
surveyed over the age of 75 want
to remain and age in their home.
In order to make this desire
become a reality, a huge
education process will need to
take place to get information in
the hands of the senior audience,
so they know that there are
financial options available to
them that are safe, secure and
stable.

NAACP

“Raleigh was the leader in
substituting social class and
test scores for race-conscious
remedies, and some people had
a lot of hope in that,” he said.
Clegg also challenges the
claim that schools are
becoming more segregated,
arguing that falling percentages of white students matches
the declining number of whites
in the population overall.
The term “segregation”

doesn’t refer to demographic
change, but to legal policies
explicitly designed to keep
people of different races
separated from each other,
Clegg said.
“If you use that definition,
not only is there no resegregation in the United States, there
is not a single segregated
school in the United States,” he
said.

continued from front page

tion,” he said.
That decision coincidentally put Wake County in the
national spotlight as a district
trying to achieve integration
without directly relying on
race, according to UCLA
professor and civil rights
scholar Gary Orfield.

Answers from puzzle on page 7

BP Investments
In Florida Top $1 Billion

As part of its ongoing commitment to the communities
impacted by the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill, BP has released
updated figures on its payments
and investments in Florida.
Through December 9, BP has
invested more than $1 billion in
the state to pay for grants, claims
and recovery costs from the oil
spill.
Claims paid to individuals
and businesses take up the
biggest portion of the investments - with more than $963
million paid through both the BP
claims process and the Gulf
Coast Claims Facility.
For oil cleanup and removal,
BP has invested more than $65
million. That cleanup work
continues, as crews continue to
monitor Florida beaches and
clean up any oil they find. The

vast majority of Florida beaches
are clean and oil free. In fact, in
November, thousands of beach
walkers photographed every mile
of Florida's coastline and
posted the photos at www.visitflorida.com so the rest of the
world could see the great beach
conditions for themselves.
Other investments from BP
have had a positive impact on the
state, such as the $32 million
invested in Florida tourism. That
money has been spent on
marketing, promotion, and the
development of events designed
to put "heads in beds". For
example, Pensacola Beach
promoters used BP funds to add a
third day to their DeLuna festival
in October. BP is also investing in
the Natural Resource Damage
As s e s s m e n t ( N R D A ) . T h e
NRDA cooperative process is

funded mainly by BP and
consists of scientists and representatives from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Association, the United States
Department of Interior, as well as
representatives from the five
affected Gulf States.
BP has paid $8 million to
NRDA so far, which had its first
public hearing in Fort Walton
Beach at the end of November.
Additional investments include
more than $72 million for the
Vessels of Opportunity program,
$10 million to the Florida
Institute of Oceanography, and
$3 million to the state for behavioral health.
To view a chart showing a
complete breakdown of the
investments,visit http://www.piersystem.com/go/doc/3059/970047/.

Simple Steps To Make
Your Home Healthier

(STATEPOINT) Keeping
your family healthy is about
more than just making sure
everybody eats right and get
plenty of rest. Your home itself
plays an important role in your
health and especially that of
young children.
Maintaining a visibly-clean
home isn’t enough, as what you
ca n ’t s e e c a n b e h a r m f u l .
Airborne contaminants and
irritants, such as bacteria, mold
and pollen can circulate through
homes that appear clean. And
chemicals in some cleaning
products also can be damaging
to your family and pets.
“According to the
En v i r o n m e n t a l P r o t e c t i o n
Agency, the air in an average
home has two to five times more
pollutants than outdoor air.
These include dust, mold, carcinogens and other toxins that
can severely affect the health
and well-being of your family,”
says certified green building
professional Lisa Beres of
GreenNest.com, who provides
consultations to help people
make their homes healthier.
Here are a few ideas to keep
your home, your family and
your planet clean and safe:
Check those Linens
Dust mites and bacteria tend
to collect in large numbers in
your blanket, pillows and bed
sheets. These types of microbes

can trigger asthma and allergies.
Washing linens once a week
in hot water is a good way to kill
bacteria, but there also are
products that help. These
include mattress barrier covers,
which are woven tight enough
that allergens can’t penetrate
them. A variety of bedding
materials, including wool and
natural rubber, are perfect for
repelling dust from the average
bed, which can potentially
house millions of dust mites.
Clean the Air
Even with all the corners
and crannies of your home
nicely scrubbed, many
microbes, ragweed and pollen
could be circulating through the
air, contributing to allergy and
asthma symptoms. There are
several simple ways to air out
your living space, like opening
the windows, but nothing works
as efficiently as a reliable air
purifier.
“You definitely want to use
an air purifier,” stresses Beres,
who recommends the Sanyo Air
Washer Plus. “It literally uses
the power of water to clean the
air and suppress the spread of
bacteria and germs. It also uses
the HEPA filtration system,
which removes 99.97 percent of
allergens
and
neutralizes
odors.”
It’s all about cleaning the
air, just as you do with your

home’s surfaces. With this in
mind, the portable Air Washer
Plus features an air-distribution
system that maximizes air flow
and helps clean all areas of any
room in which it operates. More
information is available at
us.sanyo.com.
Look for Green Cleaners
The right cleaning products
can make your house spic and
span. But many traditional
cleaners contain solvents and
chemicals that can be harmful to
you and the environment.
Mixing different types of
cleaners, like bleach and
ammonia, also can cause health
problems — including
coughing, nausea and even
pneumonia. And other cleaners
containing phosphates and
chlorine can harm the environment.
Fortunately, there are lesshazardous, environmentallyfriendly cleaners now available.
You even can mix your own
eco-friendly cleaners at home,
using non-toxic ingredients like
vinegar, baking soda and water.
A variety of recipes can be
found by searching the Internet.
As we learn more about
how contaminants circulate
inside our homes, more families
are realizing a dirty home isn’t
just an eyesore, but also could
be a health hazard.

Let your event be one that’s creative, unforgettable
and that would make your mama proud! Making Mama
Proud a subsidiary of OMJ Planning and Consulting is
committed to making special moments come alive!
Allow Making Mama Proud to lend you that personal
finesse, expertise, and excellence in planning your
event. Spearheaded by President and CEO, Steve
Marshall, OMJ Planning and Consulting was established in honor of his late mother’s memory, Ola Mae
Jenkins, who served as his greatest inspiration.
Total Event Planning & Management
• Corporate or Religious Functions
• Civic, Government and Community Functions
• Parties, Festivals, Conferences, Seminars
Promotional and Production
• Artist Booking
• Artist Management and Contract Negotiation

Steve Marshall
President and CEO
Corporate Training and
Motivational Speaking
• Management and Leadership
• Diversity and Ethics
• Career Development
• Professional Development
• Dealing with Angry Parents

Phone: 727-244-8119 • Fax: 866-390-1262 • Email: manonrise66@yahoo.com
SBE/MBE Certified Hillsborough County School District • MBE Certified OSD State of Florida
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Bucs Fill Spot In Secondary With Biggers

E.J. Biggers

BY FRED GOODALL

TAMPA (AP) - E.J. Biggers
embraces the challenge of filling a
hole in Tampa Bay's injurydepleted secondary.
The second-year cornerback
already felt like a marked man
before Aqib Talib was lost for the
season with a hip injury, so he definitely anticipates opposing quarterbacks trying to exploit him now
as the replacement for the
Buccaneers' best defender.
Talib is tied for second in the
NFL with six interceptions. Tampa
Bay's other starting cornerback in
Ronde Barber, a 14-year veteran
who's the only player in league
history with at least 40 intercep-

tions and 25 sacks.
Biggers, who's been used
primarily as a fifth defensive back
in obvious passing situations, will
make his third pro start Sunday
against Washington. He expects
Donovan McNabb to keep tabs of
where he is on the field, particularly since Barber has had some of
the most memorable performances of his career against the
Redskins quarterback.
“If I was a quarterback, I
wouldn't go at him,” said Biggers,
who also started Tampa Bay's
season opener against Cleveland
while Talib was serving a onegame suspension for violating the
NFL's personal conduct policy.
The 23-year-old other start came
in Week 5 at Cincinnati, when the
Bucs began the game in nickel
coverage.
Talib injured his hip during
the first half of last week's 28-24
loss to the Atlanta Falcons.
Biggers played most of the final
three quarters, finishing with
seven tackles. He was beaten for a
touchdown in his pro debut
against the Browns, but also had
his first career interception.
“I'm just happy I have the
opportunity,” said Biggers, who
missed his entire rookie season
because of a shoulder injury. “But

losing a guy like Aqib one of the
best corners in the league, who's
been doing a lot of great things ...
and is a great guy on and off the
field to me, it's going to be hard.”
The Bucs, off to a surprising
7-5 start after winning three
games a year ago, has remained in
playoff contention despite a slew
of injuries, particularly on the
offensive line, where left tackle
Donald Penn is the only starter
remaining from the opening week
of the season.
The secondary has been hit
hard, too.
Safety Tanard Jackson was
suspended in September for a
minimum of a year for violating
the NFL substance abuse policy.
His replacement, safety Cody
Grimm, broke his left leg two
weeks ago and is out for the
season.
Talib could be tougher to
replace. He generally drew the
assignment of covering the
opposing team's top receiver.
“Aqib's an elite corner who
was playing at a Pro Bowl level,”
Bucs coach Raheem Morris said,
adding that he's confident Biggers
is a capable fill-in, noting that
several
other
inexperienced
backups on the league's youngest
roster have performed well when

UP NEXT FOR THE BUCS:

given an opportunity.
“These guys are hungry.
They're eager,” Morris said.
“They want to be in that spot.”
A seventh-round draft pick out
of Western Michigan in 2009,
Biggers said he's benefited from
being able to watch Talib and
Barber every day in practice, as
well as get feedback from them on
the sideline during games.
“I watch him and Ronde every
day. I'm out there trying to be the
next best thing coming up. Those
guys teach me all the techniques I
need to know,” Biggers said. “I've
just got to go in there and step up.
That's the nature of the beast.
Somebody goes down, somebody
else has to step up.”
After Talib left last week's
game he returned from the locker
room and became an impromptu
coach. Biggers welcomed the
guidance and expects to continue
receiving assistance from the
third-year pro who was a firstround draft pick in 2008.
“Aqib's telling me: 'I'm going
to be here every day. I'm going to
be with you, I'm going to talk to
you every game,”Biggers said.
“He's helping every way he can.
That's the kind of guy he is. I've
never seen a guy who hates to lose
more than him.”
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Auburn's Newton Wins Heisman In Landslide

LOCAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$50 for 1 year

Cam Newton

BY RALPH D. RUSSO

NEW YORK (AP) - Cam
Newton thanked his mother, then
his father. And then he paused to
compose himself.
Cecil Newton was back in
Georgia, though his son put him
squarely in the room where the
Auburn quarterback accepted
college football's biggest award
Saturday night the Heisman
Trophy.
“Thank you for all you did for
me,” he told his parents, adding.
“To my father, I love you so
much.”
There was no doubt Newton
would win the Heisman. Whether
he gets to keep it is still uncertain.
Newton brushed off an investigation that determined his father
violated NCAA rules as he did so
many tacklers this season and
captured the Heisman in a
landslide vote.
The third player from Auburn
to win the Heisman, Newton
received 729 first-place votes and
outpointed runner-up Andrew
Luck of Stanford by 1,184 points.
“Honestly, it's a dream come
true for me, something every child
has a dream (about) that plays the
sport of football, and I'm living
testimony that anything is

possible,” Newton said.
Oregon
running
back
LaMichael James was third,
followed by Boise State quarterback Kellen Moore, the other
finalist.
Newton didn't look a bit
surprised when his name was
announced inside the Best Buy
Theater in Times Square. A wide
smile spread across his face and he
dropped his head.
After exchanging hugs and
handshakes with the other
finalists, he and his mother,
Jackie, shared a long embrace.
“When I reached my mother I
really didn't want to let go,”
Newton said. “It's been hard for
me, but it's been extremely hard
for her just to see how much her
son has been through and I just
wanted to hug her the whole night
to make her feel at ease.”
When he reached the podium,
he had to steady himself.
“Oh my God,” he whispered
as he reached into his inside jacket
packet to pull out his speech.
On the field and off, Newton
has been the story of the college
football season. He's carried the
top-ranked Tigers to the BCS
national championship game
against No. 2 Oregon, running and
passing over opponents who
looked helpless trying to stop him.
But his story is stained: Last
month the NCAA determined his
father tried to peddle him to
Mississippi State for cash.
However, the NCAA cleared
him to play before the
Southeastern Conference title
game because it found no
evidence that he or Auburn knew
about Cecil Newton's pay-for-play
scheme. It also suggested that it
was still investigating, as were the
FBI and the Mississippi secretary
of state's office. Cam Newton has
denied any wrongdoing.
Still, it invites speculation that
the newest Heisman winner could
perhaps be heading down the

same path as Reggie Bush, who
returned his trophy three months
ago after the NCAA ruled that he
and his family received cash and
gifts while he was at Southern
California.
Asked about the possibility
during his news conference,
Newton said firmly: “Two letters
for you my friend No.”
To be eligible for the
Heisman, a player must be in good
standing with the NCAA. And for
most of November, that was
unclear following claims by a
Mississippi State booster who said
Newton's father tried to get the
Bulldogs to pay $180,000 for his
son to play for them.
The NCAA didn't punish Cam
Newton but did say Cecil
Newton's access to Auburn
athletics would have to be limited.
So Cecil Newton stayed
home. In a statement released by
his lawyer earlier in the week, he
said his presence could “rob Cam
and the event of a sacred
moment.”
All the uncertainty didn't keep
voters from making Newton an
overwhelming choice he received
the sixth most first-place votes
and the third highest percentage of
first-place votes. Though 105
voters among the 886 who
returned ballots chose not to list
him among their three selections.
“Obviously, like most people,
I have my suspicions, but I don't
think it's my position to pretend to
know what is happening with the
NCAA investigation,” said voter
Stewart Mandel of SI.com.
It was impossible to argue
against Newton's performance.
Blending a linebacker's body
with a tailback's speed and
quickness, the 6-foot-6, 250pounder from Georgia has guided
Auburn to a perfect season. His
numbers are off the charts: an
SEC-best 1,409 yards rushing
with 21 touchdowns, and 2,589
yards passing and 28 TD passes.

He's the first SEC player to run for
at least 1,000 yards and pass for at
least 2,000 in the same season.
Early in the season, Auburn
shredded defenses with Newton
on the ground. Working out of
offensive
coordinator
Gus
Malzahn's spread attack, he ran for
at least 176 yards in four straight
SEC games. Not even Bo Jackson,
the last Auburn player to win the
Heisman, did that.
As the season wore on and
opponents focused on stopping
Newton from running wild, he
started beating them with his arm.
Newton threw 15 touchdown
passes and only one interception
in the final five games, saving
maybe his best performance for
last. In a 56-17 victory over South
Carolina in the SEC title game,
Newton passed for 335 yards and
four touchdowns and ran for 73
yards and two scores.
By mid-October, Newton was
the clear Heisman front-runner
and, ultimately, not even the
scandal could slow his Heisman
run.
He spent the 2009 season at
Blinn College, a two-year school
in Texas, and helped it win a
JUCO national championship.
When it came time to return to
major college football, Newton
picked Auburn over Mississippi
State and coach Dan Mullen, his
former position coach with the
Gators. Newton has said he let his
father make the decision and Cecil
Newton picked Auburn because it
was closer to home.
This could very well be
Newton's first and last season at
Auburn. He's projected as a high
to middle first-round NFL draft
pick.
If he is one and done,
Newton's lone season as a starter
could go down as one of the
greatest in college football history
if he also adds a national championship trophy to Auburn's display
case the Tigers' first since 1957.
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